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This newsletter is for you, the user, to inform you of problems that have been sent
in from scorers across the nation and the solutions for those problems. We will be
sending this out from time to time to keep you informed and assist you in usage of
the program. If you have a problem or issue that needs to be addressed send an
email to the editor and we will get your problem addressed immediately and keep
all of the users informed of the problems/solutions involved.
Update 5.0.1.14 is Available for Downloading
The updated version 5.0.1.14 is now available for download. Dave has removed
the bugs that were in the Slalom Entry and Slalom Summary sections of the
program and they are working correctly now.
Update Download Error
You will receive an error popup screen during the updating of your database and
you can ignore this and click OK. The update is adding a column to the database to
handle new enhancements to the program.
New Running Order Option
A scorer asked Dave to add a new feature to preparing Running Orders;
It would be super duper cool if when I set the DIV order, I could also set Day and
Lake, that way the morning of the event, I don't have to re-click all the little
running order division buttons to print Judges and scorers recap sheets. That would
make it really easy to re-print running orders too, just for a specific day or lake. (I
don't like printing the recap forms at the beginning of the tournament, because
there are inevitably changes throughout the days)
Dave has added a feature to all of the Running Order screens to save the group
filter checks, e.g. which boxes were checked and unchecked. Included with the
filters, the program also saves the Print Header. A name can then be assigned to the
saved information and then retrieved at your convenience.
AWSA & IWWF Records
All of the AWSA records have been updated and either the event records or the
benchmarks are correct for all of the AWSA age divisions. The IWWF records
have also been updated.

Enjoy your fall and while many of you are preparing for the winter months, we are
still going strong in the warmer states.
.

